canon when Rule 16 was amended to specifically authorize federal judges to actively manage their civil cases from start to finish and to specify particular tools for doing so. 12 In the thirty years since, the rulemakers time and again have turned to case management, adding more tools to the rulebook to combat excessive cost and delay, especially in discovery. 13 At the time of the 1983 amendments, some objected to the developing trend towards judicial case management. Judges who managed their cases were labeled "managerial judges." 14 The label was not meant as a compliment. Instead, it conveyed the sense that judges who managed their cases were engaged in an invisible process driven by an obsession with case disposition by any means available, including coerced settlements. 15 Some commentators continue to worry that the advent of "managerial judging" has transformed federal trial court judges from public actors presiding over live courtroom proceedings into backroom negotiators and cloistered paper pushers. 16 Is the situation really that bleak? Have federal trial court judges become mere administrators clothed in fancy robes? Have they disappeared from public view? Have lawyers lost their access to federal trial court judges, and as a result lost the opportunities for live advocacy that only such access can afford? And, most importantly, is there something about the current federal civil pretrial scheme that inevitably and inexorably isolates trial court judges from the public and drives them into seclusion? 670 (2010) ; see Jay Tidmarsh, Pound's Century, and Ours, 81 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 513, 567-68 (2006) (discussing the origins of judicial case management).
12. See FED. R. CIV. P. 16 advisory committee's note to the 1983 amendment (discussing scope of amendments and their purpose). While Rule 16 has been in the Civil Rules from the start, as originally written its focus was on the period of time immediately preceding trial, the period that we now call "final pretrial. REV. 1969 REV. , 1981 REV. (1989 .
13. Gensler, supra note 11, at 679-83 (discussing the amendments that followed). 14. (2010) (asserting that the case management practices "preached by the Administrative Office" have led judges to view trials as a failure of the judicial system); Higginbotham, supra note 1, at 759; D. Brock Hornby, The Business of the District Courts, 10 GREEN BAG 2D 453, 462 (2007) ("For federal civil cases, the black-robed figure up on the bench, presiding publicly over trials and instructing juries, has become an endangered species, replaced by a person in business attire at an office desk surrounded by electronic assistants."). KANSAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 61
We have written this essay to offer a different, more hopeful view. It is true, of course, that many aspects of the civil pretrial process necessarily involve "chambers" work. But when we look at the current scheme, we see one that is flush with opportunities for live interactions and exchanges between judges and lawyers. We see extraordinary potential for reconnecting trial judges with lawyers and the litigants they represent. We see important opportunities for lawyers to be advocates for their clients in live proceedings before judges. We see a civil pretrial process in which the best case-management practices make trial judges more visible, not less, and the case-management tools more effective as a result.
This essay proceeds in two parts. In Part I, we argue that the best case-management practices increase the judge's public presence by creating additional opportunities for live interactions between the judge and the parties and counsel. These practices include holding "live" and robust Rule 16 conferences, conducting premotion conferences for discovery disputes and summary-judgment motions, and hearing oral argument on dispositive or other important motions. The common thread is that these are all platforms for dialogue that allow the judge, counsel, and parties to ask for and get information, clarify positions, identify what is truly in dispute, and separate what is important or urgent to resolve from what can be dispensed with or deferred. These practices are all platforms for interaction that take far less time and can be far more informative than the formal exchange of written motions and briefs. And, central to the theme of this essay, these practices all serve to reconnect judges with the parties and counsel. To put it in the terms framed by Judge Young, judges who embrace these case-management practices increase their "bench presence" rather than decrease it.
In Part II, we address two subjects that intersect with our vision of the Reappearing Judge. First, we believe that reappearing judges may help trials reappear, or at least slow the continued decline. Contrary to some longstanding speculation, judicial case management is not the enemy of the civil trial. Our claim here is necessarily modest. We do not claim that active judicial case management will return us to the trial levels of yesteryear. As others have established, settlement will be the rational outcome in the vast majority of cases in a system where the parties can be forced to turn their cards over before trial. 17 But within that small set of civil cases in which trial is a realistic possibility, a key determinant of whether the case will make it to trial is cost. Can the parties afford to get the case to trial, or will they feel forced to settlenot because of any shared sense of the merits but because the litigation costs exceed what the case is worth? Active case management is the best hope for ensuring that those civil cases that have any hope of going to trial can get there without becoming overwhelmed by uncontrolled pretrial costs. Part II also considers the role that lawyers must play in a pretrial process in which the trial judge has reappeared. The live casemanagement interactions we advocate are not one-way events during which the judge does all or most of the talking. Rather, the value of these live interactions is that they are an opportunity for the judge and the lawyers to have an informed dialogue that penetrates the surface and exposes what matters most in the case or the issue to be decided. This dialogue can be valuable, whether it is about what discovery should take place when; how to resolve a discovery dispute; what a proposed summary-judgment motion will cover; or what evidence and arguments are most important to deciding that motion. For these interactions to be most effective, lawyers must view them not as a disruption to their usual case-development practices but as opportunities for skilled and effective advocacy. A willingness to prepare for, and exploit, the opportunities that live interactions with the judge provide is critical to the effectiveness of an interactive pretrial process. No matter how persuasive the argument for judicial case management might be initially, judges willand should-do it only if it proves to be worth their time.
We want to be perfectly clear about what we are saying-and not saying. We are not saying that either judicial case management or the civil pretrial process is a substitute for trials. Trials continue to have a critical and unique role in the American justice system. If we could snap our fingers and double the number of civil trials, we would. Nor are we saying that pretrial lawyer advocacy is a substitute for trial advocacy; each calls for related, but different, skill sets. Finally, we are not denying that the way many judges implement modern judicial casemanagement practices can lead to further isolation. Nothing in the Civil Rules obligates a federal trial judge to hold any of the live interactions we will be discussing shortly. It is possible for a judge to conduct the entire pretrial process on the papers without seeing or speaking with the parties or counsel. Our point is this: the current federal pretrial scheme is just as capable of supporting a public and interactive process as a removed and remote one. Trial judges who want to have live exchanges with counsel have ample opportunities throughout the pretrial process to KANSAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 61 do so. Judges do not have to choose between efficiently managing their cases and interacting with the lawyers or the parties. Judicial case management is not the natural enemy of public justice. The best casemanagement practices do not cause judges to vanish from view; they cause them to reappear.
I. JUDICIAL CASE MANAGEMENT AND THE REAPPEARING JUDGE
In 1983, the Federal Rules were amended to make explicit federal judges' authority to manage civil cases and to require judges to limit discovery to what is reasonable for each case. 18 We didn't begin implementing these tools well. Instead, we began under a shadow of suspicion and skepticism about whether we should be actively managing cases with lawyers or maintaining our traditional roles of passivity and disengagement. 19 We worried about becoming case bureaucrats rather than adjudicators, and about working on administration rather than jurisprudence. But over time, individualized case management took hold as a central feature of the federal civil pretrial process. 20 And in the last few years, case management seems truly to have come into its own. It has shaken off some of the early doubts about whether it was good or worthwhile.
21
There is a veritable explosion of work on case management, with pilot projects and proposals for new rules, protocols, and approaches in many federal and state courts. 22 What explains the change in attitude? One reason is the added cost and burden imposed by electronic discovery. These costs and burdens make it all the more vital to identify and enforce limits. 24 Another reason may be increasing judicial comfort with using case-management tools. Yet another reason is that the computer has provided a host of ways to make it easier to use those tools. And there seems to be a growing sense of shared conviction that without effective judicial case management, the age-old problems of cost and delay will so frustrate lawyers and litigants that they will continue to leave the judicial system with fewer and fewer cases tried, or they will simply avoid the system altogether.
The renewed attention to case management lets us focus on how it can provide opportunities for interaction between lawyer and judge. What is this interaction? For the lawyer, it is live advocacy visible to the judge, not merely to opposing counsel and parties or witnesses. Live advocacy allows lawyers a chance to let the judge know and understand what really matters and what is reasonable for that case. And for the judge, it is the best source of the information necessary to manage a case effectively.
A. What Do We Mean by "Case Management," Anyway?
Case management has suffered from misconceptions about what it is and what it is not. One misconception is that case management is a process by which judges push reluctant parties to settle. 25 27 But that is not pushing the parties to settle; that is allowing settlements that likely would have occurred later to get done earlier, with less work and less cost. 28 The idea that settlement is an appropriate byproduct of case management-but not its purpose-goes back to Charles E. Clark and the original drafters of the Civil Rules. 29 Another misconception is that case management is essentially about setting important deadlines that end with a trial date and then not moving from that date. Establishing reasonable and predictable deadlines is an important part of case management, but it is far from sufficient. Among other things, simply writing down dates does not tailor pretrial work to what the case demands; does not provide the judicial supervision that may be required for electronic discovery; and does not respond to the frequent complaints by lawyers that absent access to the judge when needed, they have no effective way to control excessive or obstructionist discovery practices, to avoid unnecessary and burdensome motions practice, or to control pretrial costs in general.
Managerial Judging, 29 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 41, 75 (1995) (criticizing case management as a means by which judges coerce settlement); Resnik, supra note 14, at 424-31 (discussing coerced settlements as a byproduct, if not a purpose, of case management). While it is certainly true that some judges have at times used coercive settlement practices, the idea that these practices are widely used, or that their incidence justifies a wholesale skepticism of judicial case management, has been questioned from the start. while "settlement will come naturally in many cases as the issues are defined and made clear and simple," it would be "dangerous to the whole purpose of pre-trial to force settlements upon unwilling parties").
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The most unhelpful misconception is that case-management work is bureaucratic, ministerial, and rote. To the contrary, case-management work presents opportunities for judges to be creative, imaginative, and helpful in working with lawyers and litigants. Case management lets judges work to devise practical solutions to pressing problems and to shape cases toward pretrial preparation that is reasonable and proportional to what each case requires. This is often considerably more productive and gratifying than issuing (yet another) opinion resolving a motion to dismiss or for summary judgment.
These opportunities for effective case-management interactions between lawyers and the judge exist at each stage of a case, typically beginning no later than the Rule 16 conference and ending with the final pretrial conference. The following section discusses some general approaches that let judges, lawyers, and litigants make the most of these opportunities. The common theme is that the judge has set up platforms to talk with the lawyers and manage the case based on an accurate, reliable, and adequate understanding of what makes sense for that case.
B. Reappearing at the Rule 16 Initial Conference
In most cases, the first opportunity for the trial judge to interact with the lawyers-and occasionally the parties-is at a live Rule 16 casemanagement conference. It is not just the first opportunity-it is the most important one. A live Rule 16 conference allows the judge and the parties to identify threshold legal issues, such as jurisdiction, venue, or limitations. The conference then allows the judge and parties to plan targeted or limited discovery needed to raise and resolve those issues, and through such staging, save time and money that would otherwise likely have been spent on potentially unnecessary full discovery and cover-the-waterfront motions practice. 30 Such an exchange lets the court put in place a case-management order that sets a timeline tailored to the case, at least preliminarily defines and limits discovery, stages motions and related discovery if appropriate, and provides guidance and information that can reduce later disputes. any initial disclosures have been exchanged. 32 Even when the reports show some preparation and detail, they cannot replace what a live exchange between the court and counsel provides. 33 Such an exchange lets the court ask questions about what the case really needs, probe the answers the lawyers provide, and press for missing or incomplete information. A live Rule 16 conference is also an ideal opportunity for the judge to convey expectations of how the parties should conduct themselves during the pretrial process.
34
Here are three examples of some benefits that repeatedly present themselves during live Rule 16 conferences. First, in almost every written Rule 26(f) report, the lawyers state that they need expert witnesses and build in time for exchanging designations and reports, and for taking depositions. In many of these cases, no expert is needed. The live Rule 16 conference makes it easy for the judge to figure out if there is any need for an expert and, if not, to shorten the scheduling order. This often occurs in Title VII or Fair Labor Standards Act cases, in which the only likely expert testimony is on attorney's fees and, if needed, can be presented to the court by affidavit at the end of the case. A second and particularly gratifying example presents itself in the many cases recently flooding the federal courts in which mortgage holders seek to avoid foreclosure. A live-and only a live-Rule 16 conference allows the judge to explore whether the plaintiff is financially capable of paying a modified mortgage and, if so, whether the lender is willing to work toward that end. If the conference succeeds, the plaintiff stays in the home, a mortgage-payment plan is put in place, and the lawyers' time and effort has been spent on those goals rather than on formal discovery or motions. A third example of the benefits of the live Rule 16 conference is in the area of electronic discovery. The live Rule 16 conference allows the court to ensure that the lawyers and parties have paid appropriate attention to planning for electronic discovery and that, if needed, a reasonable, cost-effective, and efficient plan for preserving, 33. See BENCHBOOK, supra note 23, at 193; Rosenthal, supra note 12, at 241-42. 34. For example, judges can use the initial Rule 16(b) case management conference to impress upon the parties and counsel that they are expected to cooperate with each other and the court to try to streamline the discovery process and avoid, where possible, the cost and delay associated with needless-and needlessly contentious-discovery disputes. See BENCHBOOK, supra note 23, at 197; see also Gensler, supra note 11, at 734-38 (discussing how judicial case management can be facilitated by attorney cooperation).
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requesting, retrieving, reviewing, and producing electronically stored information is in place or under way.
35
Many judges worry that they do not have the time to spend on live Rule 16 conferences, given the rest of their docket demands. But in most cases, these conferences can accomplish a great deal in a relatively short time. In complex cases, judges generally agree that investing even significant time up front in working with the lawyers to craft a detailed case-management plan can save the court significant time and effort later in the case. Similar dividends exist in less complicated cases. The upfront investment is small; in ordinary litigation, it is the unusual conference that takes more than fifteen or twenty minutes. That small investment can save a great deal of judge-as well as lawyer and litigant-time and work later on. In many ways, it is the smaller cases that benefit the most from judicial management because they can least bear the costs of needless (and avoidable) discovery and motions practice. 36 Judges also worry that it may be difficult for the counsel to attend live conferences, but there is flexibility. The term "live" does not necessarily mean "in person," although that is often preferable. If lawyers are distant or far-flung, telephones or teleconferencing can be used. And technology will make this both easier and more effective; it is easy to imagine judges and lawyers using voice-over-internet, Skype, or videoconferencing routinely in the near future.
Judges may also worry that neither they nor the lawyers have enough information early in the case to make a live Rule 16 conference helpful enough to be worthwhile. That risk can be reduced if the judge makes it clear to the lawyers in advance of the Rule 16 conference what the judge expects them to be prepared to discuss. Some judges send an order or statement of case-management guidelines along with the order setting the Rule 16 conference. 37 parties' initial exchanges and activities and facilitate an effective Rule 16 conference with the court. The knowledge that the judge will be asking pointed questions in the Rule 16 conference about specific issues, motions, discovery, and deadlines often itself provides effective incentive for the lawyers to prepare. The relatively small amount of judge time needed to get sufficient early familiarity with the case to ask productive questions in the live Rule 16 conference pays ample dividends both in the short and the long term. It is true, as some critics have noted, that in many cases neither the judge nor the parties will be in a position at the start of the case to know exactly where the boundary of proportional discovery ends. 38 But judges can, with the parties' help, identify the areas where discovery should begin, focusing discovery on the core issues and targeting the best sources. 39 In many cases, the parties will find that is all they need.
40
And if further discovery is sought, the judge will have the results of the initial discovery to help her decide where to draw the proportionality line. Some cases may require more intensive or continuing management. One early Rule 16 conference may not suffice. These are likely to be cases in which it is clear early on that there will be disputes or uncertainties about discovery that will need ongoing, active judicial involvement if the case is to stay on track. Or there may be more information needed before an effective scheduling order or motions and discovery plan can be put in place. The judge can consider whether 39. As Judge Peckham noted during the early days of the case-management movement, in most cases it makes no sense for the parties to immediately commit themselves to "full-blown discovery" because the disposition of most cases will turn on a set of core information. There is another reason why the initial Rule 16 conference is an optimal time for judges to interact with the lawyers and the parties: it comes at the start of the lawsuit, not the end. The point is basic. Very few cases will reach trial. 42 Most cases will at least reach the initial casemanagement stage. 43 If a goal is to reconnect judges and lawyers, then the most fertile ground for doing that is at the start of the case rather than the end.
In short, holding a live Rule 16 conference is the first-and we think the most essential-step to effective case management. But it is more than that. It is also the judge's first-and in many cases only-chance to let the lawyers (and sometimes the parties) see the face of the court, or at least hear its voice. We can think of no better way to start changing the perception that trial judges have become faceless figures dispensing impersonal justice from cloistered chambers than for judges to hold live Rule 16 conferences.
C. Reappearing During Discovery: Premotion Conferences for Discovery Disputes
Many judges-indeed, many districts-have moved to a system of premotion conferences to resolve discovery disputes.
44
These conferences are generally held within a few days after the dispute arises and the party seeking relief contacts the case manager by email or telephone. The case manager sets a date-sometimes over a lunch hour or after the trial day ends-and the lawyers either appear in court or by telephone or teleconference. The premotion conference may be preceded 41 . See BENCHBOOK, supra note 23, at 197-98 (discussing ongoing case-management strategies).
42. See supra note 8 and accompanying text (reporting a federal civil trial rate of 1.2% for 2012).
43. See LEE III, supra note 32, at 13 (suggesting a 20% pre-Rule 16 resolution rate based on two pieces of data: first, that 50% of cases did not have a Rule 16(b) conference and, second, that in 40% of those cases the reason was that the case resolved before the conference could take place).
44. See, e.g., S.D.N.Y. L. Cv. R. 37.2 ("No motion under Rules 26 through 37 inclusive of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure shall be heard unless counsel for the moving party has first requested an informal conference with the Court by letter and such request has either been denied or the discovery dispute has not been resolved as a consequence of such a conference."). Judge Rosenthal requires premotion conferences for discovery disputes in her standing procedures for civil cases. See PROCEDURE 5.C.1, available at http://www.txs.uscourts.gov/district/judges/lhr/lhr.pdf ("The party wishing to make any discovery motion must arrange for a conference with the court before the preparation and submission of motion papers."). KANSAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 61
by a brief-one or two page-letter and response that sets out the topic of the dispute without any argument on the facts or the law. When the lawyers come to court or chambers for the premotion conference, the exchange is generally efficient and practical. 45 The judge asks what the party seeking the discovery needs, and why. Often the answer is that the discovery needed is far more modest than what had earlier been sought. Hearing the answer to this general question and to follow-up questions, the judge then turns to the other party and asks why that party is unwilling to provide the discovery. The exchange is launched. And most of the time, the judge is able to rule from the bench, then and there, stating the reasons on the record. Even when the judge decides that there are issues that do require legal research or briefing, the conference greatly narrows the issues.
What is avoided through this process? The time-consuming, expensive, laborious minuet of: (1) the motion to compel or to quash, or for protection-with the lengthy brief accompanied by a thick stack of attached discovery requests and objections, and often the exchange of emails between counsel, each one more annoyed and annoying than the last; (2) the response brief, also with attachments and email exchanges; (3) sometimes, the reply; and (4) sometimes, the surreply. Even if the minuet stops at step two, that is two steps that can be avoided. What is gained? The case does not get derailed by the delay required for the parties to perform the minuet and for the judge to write an opinion explaining who wins, on what terms, and why. The parties are saved the often considerable expense of formally litigating the dispute. And the exchange allows the judge to check in on other work in the case and ensure that it is progressing efficiently and effectively.
There is one more thing that is gained. The conference provides another opportunity for the judge and the lawyers to interact in a live proceeding. It also provides the lawyers with an opportunity to act as live advocates for their clients. And when the conference is held in open court, the judge's accessibility to the lawyers and willingness to engage in resolving discovery disputes promptly and efficiently are publicly apparent.
45. See generally Rosenthal, supra note 12, at 242 (also discussing mechanics and benefits of premotion conferences for discovery disputes).
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D. Reappearing Before Summary Judgment Motions are Filed: Expanding the Premotion Conference
Some judges have expanded the premotion conference beyond discovery disputes. In cases where the lawyers expect to file summary judgment motions, these judges hold premotion conferences before that filing occurs. 46 These conferences allow the judge to review with the lawyers what the scope and basis of the motion and the response are likely to be. 47 That in turn allows the judge and lawyers to explore whether all or part of the motion can be avoided. 48 An employment dispute presents an easy example. Many employment discrimination cases are pleaded to include an intentional infliction of emotional distress claim. The law of most states makes it very difficult to raise a fact dispute that would allow this claim to proceed to trial. Why should the parties or the court waste time and effort resolving that motion if the plaintiff's claim is clearly doomed to fail? And, conversely, if the disparate-treatment claim that is at the heart of the case clearly rests on contradictory testimony that can't be resolved without credibility judgments, a summary judgment motion is not likely to succeed.
A judge may not tell a party not to file a summary judgment motion. But a judge and the lawyer may well agree that some of the grounds could be dispensed with. And the conference allows the judge to gain a familiarity with the issues, a familiarity that will help when the motion is filed.
Some have expressed concern that it is hard to know enough about the case to know whether such a conference should be held and when it should be scheduled. But in many cases or categories of cases, it is clear early on that a motion for summary judgment will be filed on all or part of the claims or defenses. In many cases or categories of cases, it is also clear early on when, given the time other motions, discovery, or both will likely take, the summary judgment motion is likely to be filed. In many cases, a lawyer can email the judge's courtroom deputy, case manager or 46 coordinator, or judicial assistant, and ask for a premotion conference after the lawyer has decided to file a motion but before the bulk of the (often expensive) drafting and evidence-assembling work has been done. Scheduling has not proven difficult for those judges using this casemanagement tool. There may be cases in which this conference is not needed or helpful, but the beauty of case management is that it is case-specific. The premotion conference held in advance of filing a summary judgment motion is a tool that can be selectively applied. When it makes sense to have such a conference, the judge can spend fifteen or twenty minutes talking to the lawyers, and in exchange avoid having to read all or a significant portion of motions, briefs, evidence, and responsive submissions. 49 The lawyers avoid the time and expense of preparing those pages. 50 And at a minimum, the judge knows the case better for the work that lies ahead, and the lawyers have more confidence in the judge's understanding of the issues.
51
Last but not least, a premotion conference for potential summaryjudgment motions presents yet another opportunity for the judge and the lawyers to interact, either in chambers or the open courtroom. And as with premotion conferences for discovery disputes, a premotion conference for summary judgment gives the lawyers a chance to serve as live advocates for their clients, this time in a context that directly implicates the merits.
E. Reappearing when Motions Are Needed: Oral Argument
We often think of oral argument in the appellate-court model. There are traffic lights that drastically limit the lawyers' time. The three judges on a panel have to share the time to ask their questions. Oral argument in the trial court is far different. 52 Oral argument in a one-judge court can take as much time as the judge thinks is helpful. It can be a lively exchange of questions, answers, and more questions. It can be thorough, searching, and truly helpful, to both lawyers and judges. Predictable benefits include avoiding the ships-passing-in-the-night phenomenon that too often characterizes the parties' briefs and can be a feature of the judge's decision. 53 The judge gets a more accurate understanding of what issues matter in the case. The parties' arguments and answers to the judge's questions may identify areas on which the parties agree, or agree do not matter, narrowing the judge's work. The judge obtains a more confident grasp of the factual record and of the law that applies. The judge can rehearse her understanding of the case, give the parties an indication of how the judge is leaning, and let the parties expose the flaws that might be present. Arguments that otherwise only surface in a motion to reconsider, or to alter or amend, can be aired. The appellate court has an additional source of insight into the parties' positions.
Despite these benefits, oral argument on motions is the clear exception to the rule. 54 Lawyers typically do not ask for it, and judges typically do not offer. We think that is a missed opportunity on several levels. It is a missed opportunity from a case-management perspective.
55
If the lawyers understand that they will be expected to go beyond the briefs and explore the case, it can be a productive and effective addition to case management. 56 It can avoid the post-ruling motions that result when the parties' briefs did not accurately communicate the parties' arguments. And it is a missed opportunity for interaction and public judging. 57 What better way to counteract the perception that judges are disposing of cases via a sterile and faceless paper process than to open up the courtroom, bring in the lawyers and the parties (if they wish), and hash out the arguments until an answer-or at least a clearer understanding of the problem-emerges from the dialogue? 54. A recent study found that on average 30% of summary-judgment motions received some type of hearing or oral argument, although the range was from 3% to 73% depending on the district.
INST. FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE AM. LEGAL SYS., CIVIL CASE PROCESSING IN THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS 51 (2009).
55. See Gensler and Rosenthal, supra note 28, at 555-58. 56. Judges sometimes facilitate that understanding by sending out in advance questions they want the lawyers to focus on or raising issues the briefs did not address. See CIVIL LITIGATION MANAGEMENT MANUAL, supra note 37, at 53 (recommending that judges who schedule oral argument on motions consider "advising counsel of the particular issues on which you want oral argument"). But even without such advance preparation, oral argument on motions presents a platform for improved understanding of the case.
57. D. Brock Hornby, Summary Judgment Without Illusions, 13 GREEN BAG 2D 273, 284-85 (2010) (noting that holding oral argument takes the summary-judgment process "out of the back room" and puts a "human face" on it); Kravitz, supra note 53, at 263 ("Part of the reason that the English legal system has clung to oral argument is the English belief that justice must be seen in order to be done."). KANSAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 61
F. Summary: Reappearing Together
When you think of judicial case management, what words come to mind? For thirty years, many have associated case management with negative words like ministerial, bureaucratic, distant, and unavailable. For us, a very different set of words comes to mind. Interaction. Exchange. Engagement. Availability. These are good words. They describe the work of a judge who is visible to the lawyers-and of lawyers who are visible to the judge-despite litigation trends that increasingly send both into isolated rooms before isolating computer screens. Case management provides opportunities for judges and lawyers to reappear to each other. That allows the judge to accomplish the tasks of case management and work toward achieving its goals. And in the process, the judge's face and voice are once again seen and heard during the pretrial process.
II. WHAT HAPPENS THEN? THE DAY AFTER JUDGES REAPPEAR
What if we get our wish? Imagine that federal trial judges around the country begin following the case-management practices that we associate with the Reappearing Judge. Then what? We obviously think it would result in judges conducting the pretrial process in a more visible and more efficient manner. What else might happen as a result?
In this essay, we would like to raise two possible further implications. The first is the possibility that judges might find that they are shepherding more of their cases to trial. In other words, we want to raise the possibility that Reappearing Judges might lead to some Reappearing Trials. The second is the certainty that judges will use these case-management practices only so long as they feel the time is well spent. That will depend heavily on whether the lawyers come to these various interactions informed and enthusiastic. If they do, progress can be made. But if the lawyers resist these interactions or don't adequately prepare for them, they will not work as intended.
A. Might Reappearing Judges Promote Reappearing Trials?
As discussed above, we believe that the best judicial casemanagement practices promote judicial interaction with lawyers and the clients they represent. We also believe that those case-management practices hold the potential to promote public judging in its most robust and time-honored form-trials. Here, our claim is necessarily modest 2013] THE REAPPEARING JUDGE 867 and speculative. It is modest in that we are not talking about returning to the trial rates of the 1940s or even the 1970s. The vast majority of cases are going to settle for reasons that are not tied to how the judge conducts the pretrial process. It is speculative in that we cannot offer empirical data to show that these case-management practices will help. But both common sense and the knowledge of experienced judges show that, by minimizing pretrial costs, effective case management can make a difference as to whether cases are tried. It is well established that most civil cases settle.
58
Trial and settlement are not the only outcomes, of course. Some cases will simply be dropped by the plaintiff; 59 some will be dismissed on the pleadings; 60 some will terminate in a summary judgment that resolves all of the claims; 61 and some will find another fate, like a dismissal resulting from sanctions. 62 We are talking about the cases in which the parties choose to settle rather than proceed to trial.
Why do cases settle? According to the law and economics movement, most cases settle because in most cases settlement is the rational outcome. 63 The two primary factors are (1) 6) motions suggests that the number may be somewhat higher, but does not pinpoint what that number might be. The more recent study found that motions to dismiss were filed in 6.2% of filed cases within ninety days of case filing. JOE S. CECIL ET AL., MOTIONS TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM AFTER IQBAL 9 (2011). The study then found that 65.9% of those cases were granted in whole or in part. Id. at 14. Because the study does not differentiate between full dismissals and partial dismissals, however, a "termination" rate cannot be calculated from the data. In addition, a true "termination" rate would have to take account of whether the motion was granted with leave to amend and, if so, whether a curative amendment was filed. See id. at 1 (finding that an opportunity to amend reduces the extent to which movants prevail by approximately ten percentage points). disparately the parties value the case, and (2) the cost of litigating the case to trial. 64 If the aggregate litigation costs of both parties are greater than the difference in their case evaluations, then the parties should be expected to settle. To take a very basic example, imagine that P values the case at $80,000 because P thinks that she has an 80% chance of winning $100,000, while D values the case at $40,000 because D thinks P stands only a 50% chance of winning no more than $80,000. Based on the parties' respective valuations, there would not appear to be any settlement zone. But that valuation changes when you add in litigation costs. If it will cost P $30,000 to litigate the case, then her net recovery if she prevails is only $50,000 ($80,000−$30,000). And if it will cost D $30,000 to litigate the case, then D's total cost becomes $70,000 ($40,000+$30,000). The result is that, with litigation costs factored in, P should be willing to accept anything above $50,000 and D should be willing to pay anything below $70,000. Rationally, the parties should settle somewhere between $50,000 and $70,000.
The modern pretrial process intersects with both of the dominant variables.
65 First, the process is designed to clarify the scope of the suit and provide parties with access to information about the claims and defenses at issue. Under prior procedural schemes that lacked robust discovery mechanisms, the trial was often the first time the parties would actually see the other side's documents or hear what their witnesses had to say. 66 In a system with broad discovery, however, the information that cognitive limits and biases that cause them to make choices that depart from those one would expect from the ruthless utility optimizers that populate law and economics formulas. 
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THE REAPPEARING JUDGE 869 parties need to predict outcomes and to price claims is intended to be available through the discovery process. In a "cards on the table" scheme, it is increasingly likely that the parties' respective valuations will converge, which in turn will make it increasingly likely that a settlement zone will appear once litigation costs are factored in. 67 As Professor Langbein recently put it, "[h]aving seen the dress rehearsal, today's litigants often find that they can dispense with the scheduled performance." 68 The dress rehearsal lets those making the decisions better understand-and often reach agreement on-whether the show will be a flop or a hit, and how much profit or loss it is likely to generate. 69 The original rule drafters fully understood that one of the side effects of discovery would be providing parties with the information needed to reach pretrial settlements. 70 Indeed, that impact was more than just understood-it was intended.
71
The second major variable is the cost. As discussed above, increased litigation costs make settlement more likely because they reduce the net value of a victory for the plaintiff while increasing the net cost to the LEGAL STUD. 435, 439 (1994) ("The first purpose of discovery is to increase the probability of settlement. This purpose is achieved by enabling the parties in a dispute to pool information so as to predict the outcomes of a trial more accurately."). For an empirical study supporting this impact, see Huang, supra note 65, at 270−71 (finding a persistent and statistically significant rise in settlements after Taiwan adopted civil discovery provisions).
68. Langbein, supra note 66, at 551. 69. Another way of putting the point is that trials are most likely to occur when the parties have very different views about whether the "dress rehearsal" of pretrial went well. See Gross & Syverud, supra note 64, at 60 (1996) (finding that the cases most likely to go to trial are those "in which the parties remain so far apart in their predictions of the decision on liability that they are willing to gamble on a jury's notoriously unpredictable verdict"). We think visible judges can have a real impact on the cost variable through live case-management work. At every stage when the parties might consider settlement, the parties must make an estimate about the future litigation costs. 73 What will that estimate be? If the judge is passive and has shown little or no interest in actively managing the case to streamline the pretrial process, establish priorities, and minimize unnecessary discovery and briefing costs, the parties will have little choice but to assume the worst. But if the judge is actively involved and demonstrates to the parties a willingness to manage toward proportionality by containing costs, the parties can at least have some basis to lower their cost predictions.
We now come to the $64,000 question: does active case management actually hold down the costs of the pretrial process? We believestrongly-that the answer is yes. 74 73. For our purposes, we will accept the idea that parties will not consider the costs to date on the grounds that the parties will rationally conclude that those costs are sunk. See BONE, supra note 63, at 91-94 (asserting that when determining whether to settle parties will consider only their future costs and not the "sunk costs" they have already incurred). We suspect, however, that the shadow of past expense in fact hangs over the process in many cases and influences decision-making about whether to proceed or settle.
74. For now, we must rely on our informed beliefs because there is no empirical data (that we are aware of) that substantiates the claim. Case-management critics sometimes point to the 1996 RAND survey as evidence that case management not only fails to cut pretrial costs but actually increases them. Lawyers consistently report that early judicial management helps to limit discovery. 76 We also know that summary-judgment motions drive up the cost of the pretrial process.
77
In our experience, active management of the summary-judgment process can avoid much of that expense, principally by avoiding the excessive amount of protective briefing-and the exhaustive discovery to prepare for that briefing-the parties feel compelled to do when they have to assume that all issues are in play and all facts might be disputed.
78
MANAGEMENT UNDER THE CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM ACT 54, 90 (1996)) ("[W]e know that early judicial management can have the unintended effect of increasing the cost of litigation."). The 1996 RAND study, however, offers little insight into our particular proposal. For one thing, the RAND study, while nominally addressing "case-management" practices, examined a very different type of case management than we are talking about. In that study, a court was considered to exercise "early case management" simply by virtue of holding a Rule 16 conference or requiring the parties to develop and submit a joint proposed discovery plan. See KAKALIK ET AL., supra, at 14. Those criteria tell us nothing about whether the judge engaged with the parties on the merits and asked hard questions about the parties' discovery needs and priorities. Second, the data was collected from a five-year period running from 1991 to 1995. Id. at 5. On average, the data is twenty years old, and it all pre-dated the advent of electronic discovery. Third, and most critically, the RAND study never concluded that early case management increased costs. It did find that costs increased when there was management without planning. See James S. Kakalik 75. Gathering hard data about discovery costs is difficult, to say the least. That information is not recorded in the court statistics compiled and published annually by the Administrative Office of the United States courts, but instead must be collected from clients and counsel. Collection is complicated by the fact that clients and lawyers typically do not comprehensively track "discovery" expenses in any systematic way-especially costs borne by the client in their in-house departments or IT departments. And even when such information is available, clients and lawyers are oftentimes reluctant to share it. For a discussion of these difficulties, see PACE & ZAKARAS, supra note 24, at 3-4.
76 We won't belabor the point. We know that we can offer only circumstantial and anecdotal evidence to support the conclusion that the case-management practices we associate with a Reappearing Judge can reduce pretrial costs. There is, perhaps, a more relevant way to frame the question: do lawyers and parties believe that judges committed to the active case-management practices we advocate will control the pretrial costs? If they do, then the parties should be expected to reduce their estimates of what the future litigation costs will be. As a result, judges who use those practices just may find that they are able to shepherd more of their cases to trial. 79 After all, that is the essence of what lawyers have been telling us for years: if you want to increase the number of cases that reach trial, reduce the cost of getting there.
B. Practicing Before the Reappearing Judge: Making It Time Well Spent for Everyone
So far, we have focused on what judges can do to increase the opportunities for judge-lawyer interaction. We now turn to the role of the lawyers-and the clients they represent-in a court system with Reappearing Judges.
Specifically, we want to examine what Reappearing Judges need from the lawyers if these increased opportunities for interaction are to thrive and continue.
What Reappearing Judges need are lawyers who will match their effort. The critical question is-to misquote the film Field of Dreamsif the judges build it, will the lawyers come? 80 More to the point, will the lawyers come prepared to play? Will they come prepared to talk about their cases and answer questions, whether about discovery needs and priorities or about what issues are genuinely in dispute in the case and why? Will they have the information they need to be an advocate for their clients at these events? In short, will they take advantage of these opportunities to interact with the judge, or will they approach them as 79. See Peckham, supra note 26, at 277 ("The proper exercise of case management . . . does not preclude those parties who desire to do so from going to trial. Case management is merely the means of reducing costs for those litigants who will eventually settle a case and for those litigants who want their day in court." (emphasis added)); Young, Open Letter, supra note 2, at 33 ("The truth of the matter is that good case management and traditional adjudications go hand in hand.").
80. During a pivotal scene in the movie, the main character is walking through his cornfield when he hears a disembodied voice whisper "If you build it, he will come." Field of Dreams (Gordon Co. 1989). The reference, we later discover, is to the main character's deceased father. However, the film is often misquoted as containing the line "If you build it, they will come."
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obligations to be endured-as one more hoop to jump through-and do only as much as they think is needed to "get by"? If judicial case management is to reach its potential as a way to reconnect judges with lawyers and parties, then the lawyers and parties must embrace those opportunities. Lawyers consistently say they want active case management. 81 We obviously endorse that idea. But in return for judges' willingness to make themselves available and to know enough about the case to make their time with the lawyers effective, the lawyers must be prepared to provide the judges with the information they need to make sound case-specific management decisions. If the judge schedules a live Rule 16 conference, the lawyers must come prepared to engage the judge about the pretrial needs of the case. If the lawyers have held a perfunctory Rule 26(f) discovery-planning conference and still have only a vague sense of what the case is about and what discovery or motions will be needed, then the live Rule 16 conference will likely not fulfill its potential.
Lawyers also say they want judges to be available and willing to decide discovery disputes promptly, and exercise judicial supervision over discovery when that is needed. 82 We support that as well. But if the judge schedules a live hearing on a discovery dispute, the lawyers must be prepared to discuss the merits of the dispute and explain why the issue matters-what difference the outcome will make in the case-with specific information about the costs, burdens, and benefits of the discovery the judge is being asked to regulate.
Finally, lawyers consistently say they want more chances to orally argue motions. 83 We agree. But if the judge schedules oral argument on a motion, the lawyers must come prepared to engage the merits and not fumble around trying to remember what's in the record or, even worse, parrot their briefs.
Our point is this: for active case management to serve as a platform for interaction, the lawyers and the parties must buy in to the scheme as much as judges. The types of live case-management interactions we KANSAS LAW REVIEW [Vol. 61 advocate are not one-way events during which the judge does all the work while the lawyers simply observe. Rather, the value of these live interactions is that they are the best-and often the only-opportunity for the trial judge and the lawyers to have an informed dialogue that penetrates the surface gloss and exposes the core issues, whether those issues relate to priorities in discovery or the merits of a proposed summary-judgment motion. For these interactions to thrive, the attending lawyers must be prepared. This is so obvious that it hardly seems worth saying. Yet judges from different parts of the country continue to tell us that they schedule live Rule 16 conferences with the intention of developing a tailored case-management plan, only to have the lawyers say they didn't know what their pretrial needs were because they hadn't really thought about the subject. Judges tell us that they present opportunities for oral argument, only to have lawyers announce that they are resting on their briefs. That is a waste of everyone's time and a wasted chance for lawyers to interact with the judge.
84
The need for lawyers to be prepared to interact is critical not just to the immediate value of the scheduled event, but also, and perhaps more importantly, to the long-term willingness of judges to conduct live conferences and hearings. Judges will do it only if it proves to be worth their time. The surest way to kill an emerging culture of interactive case management is for it to be a waste of time, and the surest way for it to be a waste of time is if the lawyers have nothing to contribute when called upon to do so. The chances for robust and successful interactions are highest when the judge communicates to lawyers in advance what the judge expects and when the lawyers come prepared with the information needed to meet those expectations. It is again an obvious point: lawyers who want the judge to spend more time being accessible must show the judge that it will be time well spent.
III. CONCLUSION
Judge D. Brock Hornby recently and provocatively pondered how a reality television show might depict a federal trial court judge today. 85 84. In fairness, lawyers from all parts of the country have also told us of instances when they took great efforts to prepare for what they thought would be a robust and interactive Rule 16 conference only to have the judge whisk them out of the courtroom or chambers after asking only a few superficial questions related to setting pretrial deadlines. Judges can be as prone to miss opportunities as lawyers.
85. Hornby, supra note 16. He envisioned that the judge would be in an office in business attire, spending most of her time pounding away on a keyboard. 86 His vision suggested a person tethered to the computer and all but cut off from the parties and their lawyers-a virtual judge, practically invisible. He was not describing a ratings hit or a show that critics would praise.
That may describe the days of some federal trial judges, but it does not describe their fate. It is not the immutable destiny of judges that they must vanish from sight and sound. It is certainly not the case that in order to assume the role of active case manager a judge must retreat into his or her chambers never to be seen again. Properly understood, active case management creates opportunities for judges to reconnect with the litigating public. Throughout the pretrial process, judges can conduct "live" proceedings in which they do not vanish but instead reappear. And as an added bonus, we think judges who manage their cases well will have yet another opportunity to reappear: at the trials they can sometimes foster by avoiding the crippling costs that drive parties who would like to go to trial to settle instead. That's a reality we'd like to see.
